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As part of the market-leading Graphing Approach series by Larson, Hostetler, and Edwards,

Precalculus with Limits: A Graphing Approach, 4/e, provides both students and instructors with a

sound mathematics course in an approachable, understandable format. The quality and quantity of

the exercises, combined with interesting applications, cutting-edge design, and innovative

resources, make teaching easier and help students succeed in mathematics. This edition, intended

for precalculus courses that require the use of a graphing calculator, includes a moderate review of

algebra to help students entering the course with weak algebra skills.
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I needed a new precalculus textbook to replace the one I lost and this got the job done. It still had all

the pages, had minimal vandalism and the binding was still in tact. Don't buy new textbooks, buy

used, the schools will replace the whole textbook line for that class within 10 years anyway and the

books all look the same.

This book is very comprehensive and has many examples and problems to practice. It is a difficult

book and many school districts are not able to complete it in a year.

Ordered the same book from a textbook company and the "used" quality was horrible not to mention

5X the price!! This book was in great condition! Could not be happier. (The other book was



returned....)

I ordered this book for my pre-calculus class. The graphs inside the front and rear are helpful, and I

can't complain about the price. However, I can't say Precalculus With Limits met my expectations,

but it did come infinitely close.

Many more much better books are available. Please keep searching, they exist and teachers have

actually properly reviewed those. Don't pay the price BUT don't give up.

Good book for tutoring. Covers the important concepts and offers a broad range of practice

problems for students of different levels.

This is an excellent book to explain pre-calculus. The text book my daughter had was really poorly

written, so a tutor recommended this book. It has helped.

My highschool issued me this book that was 8 years old, so naturally it feel apart. They were about

to charge me $70 but I bought this book for 30$ I saved quite a bit by buying this.
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